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1. Introduction 

It is now precisely 21 years since Breit and his collaborators wrote 

their pioneering paper
1

) entitled "The Possibilities of Heavy-Ion Bombardment 

in Nuclear Studies", so this year Heavy-Ion Physics has truly come of ageQ 

The early years were mainly concerned with incident energies below the Coulomb 

barrier due partly to the limitations of accelerators but also to the simplicity 

h . h . . 2) . 3) of t e pure Coulomb 1nteraction. Bot sem1-class1cal and DWBA theor1es 

have been developed in this energy region and in some cases have been shown 

to be equivalent
4
). This region is now sufficiently well understood to permit 

a recent claim
5

) that "the study of single nucleon transfer reactions with 

heavy ions below the Coulomb barrier will be used primarily as a means of 

calibrating in select cases the spectroscopic information obtained from transfer 

reactions with light ions". 

The development of higher energies and better resolution in heavy ion 

beams from modern Tandems and Cyclotrons, together with improved techniques 

of particle identification using solid state detectors, magnetic spectrometers 

and time-of-flight
6
), have led to a resurgence of interest in transfer reactions 

at energies well above the Coulomb barrier. OVer the last few years nuclear 

physicists have focussed on research with heavy ions, and the view both near 

and far is one of increasing excitement which has pervaded the conference 

halls and the research laboratories, dominated the research proposals and 

preoccupied the funding agencies. This talk is mainly concerned with heavy 

ion transfer reactions at energies well above the Coulomb barrier, since there 

lies the promise of the future, in so far as they point towards new aspects of 

reaction mechnaisms, of nuclear spectroscopy and of correlations in nuclear 

motion
7
). 
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2. Direct Reactions with Heavy Ions 

. 208 16 15 209 . 
The data for the react2on Pb( 0, N) B2 at 104 MeV in Fig. 1 

show the characteristics of transfer reactions at high energy
8
). Such 

reactions have been studied extensively with high resolution at Berkeley 

using a magnetic spectrometer with combined dE/dX and time-of-flight for 

particle identification. The reactions selectively populate single particle 

states of known spectroscopic structure, beyond which there is a continuum 

often extending over tens of MeV. Typical differential cross sections, 

measured at Oak Ridge
9

) and Berkeley are shown in Fig. 2. The shapes are 

largely independent of the transferred angular momentum, since this is 

small (a few h) compared to the. angular momentum brought in by the projectile 

(~ 100 h). 

The main features of the data can be understood from simple physical 

. . 1 2) pr2nc2p es • In these reactions ~· << R
1 

+ R
2

, where A is the wavelength of 

relative motion (~ 0.2 fm), and Rl + R
2

, the sum of the nuclear radii, is a 

characteristic length (~ 13 fm). This localization of the wave-packet leads 

to the concept of a well-defined classical orbit with a peak in dO/dn at an 

angle 6 where the nuclei suffer a grazing collision. For larger angles the 
c 

nuclei overlap and absorption reduces the transfer cross section, while for 

smaller angles the nuclei do not come into contact so that the transfer 

probability is smallo 

For a Rutherford orbit 

cosec = 
2E (Rl + R 2 ) 

z -z e 2 
1 2 

- 1 (1) 
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where z
1

,z2 are the atomic numbers of the colliding nuclei. The position 

of 8 as a function of incident energy E is shown on Figo 2, calculated 
c 

with a radius parameter of 1.65 fm. Equation 1 predicts that the grazing 

angle, taken as an average over the initial and final orbits, should move 

to larger angles with increasing excitation energy (i.eo as E in the final 

channel decreases). This effect is observed
9

) in Fig. 2(a) for the neutron 

transfer reaction c12c, 13c) and is also predicted by the DWBA calculations 

h h f . (12 11 ) . . 2 (b) h h . s own for t e proton trans er react1on c, B 1n F1g. , alt oug 1n 

th . th . . f h . 1 k . . f 10) 1s case e pos1t1on o t e exper1menta pea 1s 1n act constant • 

disagreement, which is greatest for the lowest angular momentum transfer, 

' 11 
has been discussed by von Oertzen ). If we write the initial and final 

channel grazing angular momenta, 

L. 
1 

= = 

This 

(2) 

where n = zlz2e
2;hv I the Sommerfeld parameter, then the requirement Li ~ Lf 

together with the fact that in proton stripping nf < ni implies ef < ei; 

consequently the absorption and hence the position of the classical maximum 

are determined primarily by the initial orbit. It is curious that DWBA 

calculations with standard optical potentials do not reproduce this phenomenon. 

It illustrates how simple semi-classical theories can be used to give physical 

insi.ght into more elaborate theories. 

Th~ width of the classical maximum (o8 ) has been discussed by Siemens 
c 

and Becchetti 
12

) and by Strutinsky13 ) I who show that oe depends on the width c 

of the transfer form factor ~ in orbital angular momentum space. When ~ is 
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large oe ex: 6., but when 6. is small, the width is spread by diffraction effects 
c 

and o9 ex: 1/6.. A simple estimate14 ) gives the minimum width at half maximum, 
c 

oa ~ 
2 

sin (:c) (3) c rn 
This esitmate is shown in Fig. 2, and gives the correct trend as a function of 

energy. 

Figure l(b) illustrates another characteristic feature of heavy ion 

reactions, viz the apparent j-dependence or enhancement of j = ~· + 1/2 states 

over j = ~ - 1/2 states. Such effects can be understood from the selection 

rules implicit in DWBA theory, and also from simple physical arguments15), 

(this conference 5.130). In a transition from an initial single particle 

16 state j 1t 1 to a final state j 2 ~2 , the following selection rules ) hold for 

the angular momentum transfer 6.~, in the "no-recoil" approximation (see below) 

ltl - ~21 ~ 6.9. ~ tl + t2 

ljl- j21 ~ 6.~ ~ jl + j2 (4) 

( -1) 6.~ 
~ + ~2 

= (-1) 1 

16 15 . 
Applying these rules to the ( O, N) react1on gives 6.~ = 2 for the p

112 
+ p

312 

,._, 

~ 

transition and 6.~ = 0 for the p 112 ·+ p 112 transition. Since heavy ion reactions ~ 

favour high angular momentum transfer (typically cr(~t = 2)/cr(6.t = O) ~ 10) the 

effect gives rise to an apparent j-dependence. The spectroscopic factors for 

the j = t - 1/2 states in this no-recoil DWBA calculation are however in poor 

agreement with theoretical values, which should be close to unity for all the 
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states (see Table 1). In order to understand this disagreement, it is 

necessary to look at the reaction theory in more detail. 

The relevant vector diagram for the reaction A(a,b)B with a = b + x 

d . h 16) . . 3 an B = A + x 1s s own 1n F1g. • For single nucleon transfer the 

transition probability involves a six dimensional integration over the 

coordinates r. and r~o 
-1 """'!L 

f dr. 
-:~.. 

* * Xf (~f'~f) ~B (r2) V~a(~l) Xi (~i'~) (5) 

The X1 s are distorted waves, and the ~ 1 s represent the relative motions of 

the nucleon X bound to the cores A or bo In general one must also include 

spectroscopic factors for the separations A + b + x and B + A + x. In the 

post interaction form V becomes VbB - UbB' the difference between the total 

interaction in the final channel and the optical potential, and is approximately 

equal to vbX(r
1
). 

Although the 6D integration has been performed
17

'
18

), the application 

to reactions on Pb at over 100 MeV is expensive and it is customary to intro-

duce simplifications to make a separation into two 3D integrals. The most 

drastic is the "no-recoil" approximation where we set rf ~~E. and E.j_ ~ E..i 

here A,B etco denote masses of the nucleio Then 

TDWBA = 
NR 

F(r) 

f X~ A 
(~.f'B' .::.> F (r) X. (k. ,r) dr 

1 -1-

~ (r 1 ) dr 1 

a-

(6) 

(7) 
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These integrals can be evaluated without further approximation
19

r
20

). An 

approximate treatment valid·for sub-coulomb energies is also available
21

). 

The effect of the no-recoil approximation can be estimated16) by 

expanding the distorted wave: 

X(~, r + or) 

or 0 !S.(r) 
e-

(8) 

where K(r) is the local momentum at point r. Then eq. (5) reduces to the form 

of eqo (6) with F replaced by 

F(r) = 

P(r) = 

J ei P (r) • r' 

X 

B 
X & (r) + ~ K. (r) 

- ... - a --J.. -

The classical picture shows that the main contributions to F{r) come from 

distances of the order the sum of the nuclear radii, so that r' ~ Ra, the 

radius of the nucleus.. The recoil terms, therefore, introduce additional 

(9) 

22 
angular momentum transfers ) of order PoRa and also allow unnatural parity 

terms, through for example the first odd-parity term in the expansion 

e i R " r' 
= 1 + i R • r' + • • ~ o .. (10) 

16 15 . 
In the { o, N) react~on discussed previously, !:1~ = 1 transfer is allowed 

in addition to o, 2. This expansion isthe basis of the approximate inclusion 

f "lb . 23 ) lt h (h" 596) o reco~ y NagaraJan 1 and Ba z. and Ka ana t ~s conference o .. 

24 
exact treatments are suggested ·by_Elbaz ~ alo ). 

More 
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The theoretical understanding of heavy ion reactions has also stimulated 

1 th d f ha 1 . h 6 . 1 h . 25) nove me o s o nd ~ng t e D ~ntegra s, e.g. Montecarlo tee n~ques , 

. f h d. d . . f 26 ) expans~on o t e ~storte waves ~n a ser~es o plane waves • Tamura and 

Low27
> point out the saving in computing time of using interpolation to 

evaluate the slowly varying form factor from points calculated on a coarser 

mesh than the rapidly varying distorted waveso Other developements are 

discussed in this conference (5.97, 5o98 and 5.10l)o 

In semi-classical theories the transition amplitude is calculated 

by integrating the quantum mechanical matrix element for the transfer along 

a classical orbit
2

'
28

) 

= 
1 
n J (ljJ V\jJ} 

B a 
dt (11) 

where the wavefunctions ljJB, l)Ja refer to particles in moving potentials. In 

transforming to a stationary frame, 

(l)J VljJ} 
B a 

F (t) 

= F(t) J i exn 1- h 

• r' 
(12) 

Here Q is the reaction Q-value and s is the relative coordinate between the 

cores. The phase factor involving X~ is obviously closely related (see also 

eq. 16) toP(~) in eq. (9) so that F(t) is similar to F(r). The term con-

.2 
taining (Q - 1/2 X s ) replaces the distorted waves. The relationship between 

the semi-classical and quanta! descriptions has also been discussed by 

. 29) Gross o 
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In Table 1 the spectroscopic factors obtained using some of the above 

methods 27,28,30) for th (160 15 ) t' 'th h . e , N reac 1on are compared w1 ·t e no-reco1l 

calculationo In the semi-classical calculation, the integration in eq. (11) 

was performed along a Rutherford orbit, ignoring the effects of the nuclear 

potential, and of absorption
28

'
31>, which must be included in order to extract 

absolute valueso 

The cross sections for heavy-ion transfer reactions are strongly 

Q-dependent. 
32 . 

Buttle and Goldfarb have shown ) .that the -optimum Q-value 

corresponds to equal distances of closest approach before and after transfer, 

as expressed by the relation 

= (13) 

208 16 15 209 . . 
The relation gives Q = -11 MeV for the Pb( 0, N) B1 react1on at 104 

opt 

MeV, but the value is modified due to the effects of angular momentum transfer 

33-36 
and absorption processes as discussed by several authors ) •, In 

10 
Fig. 4 the Q-value dependence evaluated using no-recoil DWBA theory ) and 

28 
semi-classical theory ) (eqso 7 and 11) are compared. The two approaches 

give similar behavior (with Q t ~ -6 MeV) although there are differences 
op 

such as a variation of Q· t with angular momentum transfer in the semi-classical . . op 

theoryo This theory can again be used to give insight
37

) into such effects as 

the double peaking of the i
1312 

transition. 

Although only single nucleon transfers on Pb have been discussed here, 

detailed studies have also been made on nuclei in the 
. 36 38 

Zr-M~ reg1on ' ) in 

. 36 39 40 40 
the f

712
- shell ' ' ), the s-d shell ) and in the 

41 42 . 
p-shell ' ) us1ng 

optical model parameters compatible with the elastic scattering data. Equally 

. 36,43,44) 
detailed studies of two nucleon transfers have also been d1scussed 

recently. 
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3. Novel Spectroscopic Aspects 

The previous section summarized the "state of the art" in nuclear 

spectroscopy with heavy ions as an extension of light-ion spectroscopy. 

Heavy ion reactions also open up the possibility of new methods of 

. 45} spectroscopy, e.g. elast1c transfer (this conference, 5.16- 5.21}. In 

a reaction A(B,A}B, there is coherent interference with elastic scattering 

A(B,B}A, where the center of mass angles for the two processes are related 

by 8
8 

= TI - 8A. The interference gives rise to structure in the angular 

. . . b . '11 d46} . . . 5 f h . 29 . (28 . 28 . } 29 . d1str1 ut1ons as 1 ustrate 1n F1g. or t e react1on S1 S1, S1 S1. 

The outgoing heavy ions were identified using "time-of-flight", a technique 

likely to be of increasing importance as accelerators produce ions far beyond 

the light end of the register currently accessible. The extraction of 

. . . . . 29 . 28 . d spectroscop1c 1nformat1on for the decompos1t1on S1 + S1 + n oes not 

depend on obtaining an absolute cross section, but rather on the shape of an 

interference pattern. Other advantages of heavy ion reactions (this conference, 

5.134) occur when a number, P, states are excited in the residual nucleus in 

conjunction with Q, states in the ejectile giving P x Q possible combinations 

with considerably fewer unknown spectroscopic factors; the results must yield 

self consistency. 

4. Diffraction Effects 

As discussed in section 2, the differential cross sections for heavy 

ion transfer reactions are often featureless and devoid of any diffractive 

structure. In Table 2, some characteristic parameters are shown. For 

12 208 . ' reactions with con Ph at 114 MeV, the classical maximum is well defined 
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(8 >> 08 ). The period of diffraction oscillations (TI/kR) is small and c c 

further, since the ratio of the diffraction cross section to the Rutherford 

cross section is inversely proportional ton (~ 25), these reactions are 

dominated, as we have seen, by the classical distribution. The second 

example of 
14

N + 
48

ca at 50 MeV has been studied at Brookhaven47 ) (this 

conference 5.132) and the most recent results are shown in Fig. 6. 

Diffractive effects of the expected period are clearly present in the data 

which agree in almost every detail with DWBA calculations includi~g recoil 

effectso The cross sections are also characteristic of the angular momentum 

transfer at angles forward of 15°. The calculations used an optical potential 

with V = 70 MeV, W = 10 MeV, a= 0.5 fm and R = 7.4 fm, in which the anomalously 

weak absorption is essential
48

) in producing sufficient amplitude in orbits 

from opposite sides of the nucleus to create diffractive oscillations of · 

period TI/kR. This group has previously found weak absorption crucial to the 

understanding
49

) of forward peaking in the differential cross sections for the 

(
18o, 16o) on isotopes of Ni. These finer aspects of heavy ion reactions are 

likely to give greater insight into the heavy ion optical potentials in the 

50 
future ) • (See also this conference, 5.133.) 

12 12 
Table 2 shows that reactions with C + C at high energy have n 

values comparable to light ion reactions, and also that the position of the 

classical maximum is of the same order as the width. In this case, the 

classical maximum is no longer defined and quantum mechanical effects should 

be dominant. Figure 7 shows that no-recoil DWBA theory predicts strang 

oscillations in the differential cross sections, whereas the data for the 

. 13 12 13 12 
react1on C( c, C) C at 87 MeV are almost monotonically decreasing. 
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. 51 
Devries and Kubo ) have shown that the additional angular momentum transfer 

permitted in the calculations including recoil (discussed in section 2) give 

rise to oscillations which are out of phase and the resultant is in satisfactory , 
agreement with the data. Such featureless differential cross sections are 

characteristic of a wide variety of 1 and 2 nucleon transfer reactions in the 

. 52 
pioneering work of the Yale group ) on high energy reactions with .heavy ions, 

which were difficult to interpret using the diffraction models of Frahn and 

53 54 55 
Venter ) and of Dar ). Devries has also illustrated ) cases where a larger 

number of allowed angular momentum transfers give rise to pronounced oscillations, 

11 12 11 12 
e.g. B( C, B) C where ~~ = 0, 1 and 2 are allowed. 

5. Simple Configurations in Light Nuclei 

The featureless differential cross sections discussed in the. last 

section suggest that many high energy reactions with heavy ions are unpromising 

as probes of nuclear structureo The high angular momenta associated with 

recoil effects can however be exploited, to perform selective spectroscopy 

on light nuclei. For the reaction A(a,b)B with a = b + x and B = A + x, we 

write the recoil momentum as in eq. (9), using ki' kf in place of the local 

momenta Ki' Kf, and X, A etco to denote nuclear masses 

p :::::; X 
!!.f + b 

X k. 
v A + X + X -~ 

(14) 

or in terms of velocities, since 

(A + ~) b ~ (b + x) A 
v. 

k k. -~ = i1 I = 
-£ (A + X + b) ~ (A + X + b) h 

(15) 
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p 
x(Av:i + b~) 

~ 

h(A +X +b) 
(16) 

where v is an average of the initial and final velocities. The associated 

angular momentum transfer of P o ~ , where RT is the radius of the target, 

is equal approximately to the angular momentum carried by the transferred 

mass at the surface of the target nucleuso At small angles, this is the 

dominant means of transferring angular momentum, and for single nucleon 

transfer with projectiles of energy 10 MeV/nucleon has a value 2 h for p-shell 

targets and 3 h for fp-shell targets, i.e. it is closely matched to the 

single particle orbitals, available outside closed shells. This principle 

can be extended to the transfer of several nucleons, and, combined with the 

apparent preference for heavy ion reactions to transfer spatially localized 

clusters, leads to the identification of high spin states in light nuclei which 

56 
are of current interest to the theory of nuclear models ). 

talks by Arima and McGrory, this conferenceo) 

(See also invited 

57 
Similar studies have been initiated at Texas A and M ). Figure 8 

10 7 . 10 7 12 
shows a spectrum for three nucleon transfer ( B, L2) and ( B, Be) on C at 

100 MeV. The states at 12 o 8 9 and 15 o 36 MeV in 15 
0 have been interpreted by 

/ 

the Oxford Group as three nucleon cluster states of spin 11/2- and 13/2+. 

Table 3 gives a comparison between the experimental and theoretical cross 

. •f h . 12 (12 9 ) 150 (.h. h f 1m 'd . 1 sect2ons or t e react2on C c, Be w 2ch s ow eatures a ost 2 ent2ca 

to the example in Figo 8), using semi-classical theory
33

) to describe the 

reaction dynamics and cluster spectroscopic amplitudes (see e.g. this conference 

3.49). The results strongly suggest identification of the 9/2+ predicted at 
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9.08 MeV and 7/2+ at 10.8 MeV witll the observed excitations at 9.64 and 10.47 

MeVo No DWBA calculations have been performed on these data, which must of 

necessity treat recoil effects exactly, but it is clearly a fertile field 

f f . . . . 58) or nture spectroscop~c ~nvest~gat~ons • 

Another interesting aspect of these reactions is the energy dependence 

for which the semi-classical predictions33 ' 37} are shown in Fig. 9. Due to 

the increasing effects of recoil at higher energies, high spin states are 

enhanced, in approximate agreement with the experimental data of Fig. lOe 

These excitation functions could possibly be used as a means of inferring the 

J-values of high spin stateso So far there have been few experimental 

techniques available, although some interesting developments are reported 

at this conference (e.go 5o81). 

6. Multistep Processes 

Most heavy ion transfer data suggest that reactions proceed in a 

direct fashion, transferring a cluster between nuclear cores which are 

otherwise left undisturbedo Second order processes of the type illustrated 

in Figo 11 were, however, expected to play an even more important role than 

they are now known to do in light ion reactions
59

}. Recently, some of the 

. 60-63 
implications for heavy ion reactions have been investigated ). 

Figure 12 shows results
60

) for the two nucleon transfer reaction 

40
ca(18o, 20

Ne) 38Aro The differential cross sections for transitions with 

the ejectile excited are forward peaked compared to the usual classical 

distributions predicted by the DWBAo As shown at the bottom of the figure, 

Tamura and Low suggest that the effect could arise from higher order processes 
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for which the projectile in a deformed excited state makes a closer collision 

with the nucleus, and.the attractive nuclear force causes forward focussingo 

This interpretation is supported to some extent by preliminary coupled channels 

calculations shown on the righto It remains, however,·to check the coupled 

channels Born approximation (CCBA) with inclusion of recoil effects, since 

as mentioned previously, forward peaked cross .sections. can also be explained 

b b . 49) y weak a sorpt1on o Further data on these processes appear in this 

conference (5ol3l)o 

Another interesting development is discussed by Glendenning and 

. 62) Ascu1tto (this conference, 5al55), who show that interference between 

d . . d. f h .120 <180 160> 1228 t. 1 d 1rect and 1n 1rect routes or t e Sn , · n reac 1on ea s to a 

flattening of the angular distribution for excitation of the 2+ state (see 

Fig. 13)o Some preliminary data from Oxford (this conference 5.156) suggest 

that this effect may be less strong; however, there are critical parameters 

in the calculation, such as the optical potentials and the nuclear deformation 

S for which the value was taken from light ion inelastic scattering.· A 

further prediction is that the interference should be of opposite sign in the 

122 16 18 120 . Sn( ·0, 0) Sn react1ono These studies may prove to be a sensitive 

method of studying nuclear deformations in the future. 

7. Nuclear Correlations 

A classic example of correlated nucleon transfer in light ion reactions 

. h ( ) . . . 64 ) h h . ha appeared 1n t e t,p react1on on Sn 1sotopes , w ere t ere 1s an en nee-

ment of approximately 30 in the two neutron transfer to the superfluid pairing 

vibrational states over sequential neutron transfer. Since we have.shown that 
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heavy ion reactions favour correlated cluster transfer, it is surprising that 

2n transfer reactions have not shown this enhancement65 ). However, the data 

. 120 18 16 122 
for the react~on Sn( 0, 0) Sn discussed in the last section (Fig. 13) 

showed that the superfluid ground state (O+) is excited more strongly than 

the collective vibrational (2+) state by a factor of 10, although the heavy 

ion transfer probability favours the larger angular momentum transfer by a 

factor of Bo The experimental cross section for the o+ state was within a 

62 
factor of 2 of the theoretical value ), calculated with .a BCS superfluid 

wavefunction for the o+ vibration. The transfer of several nucleons could 

also take place via a sequential process, and within the semi-classical 

66 
framework, the cross section is given as a product of the individual nucleon ) 

transition probabilities, P
1

, P
2

, o • o , 

a X 

where EoFo is the enhancement factor and ael is the cross section for elastic 

scattering. From the measured single nucleon cross sections E.F. was deduced 

to be ::::::: 50. 

Heavy ion reactions also permit the study of 2p correlations. Some 

16 14 . . 66 
data for the ( 0, C) react~on on several.nuclei from Heidelberg ) are shown 

in Figo 14o The transition probability is plotted against a parameter (d0) 

to remove nuclear size and kinematic effectso The transfer probability for 

nuclei with open proton shells, corresponding to the open neutron shells in 

Sn, (viz. 140ce, 142Nd and 144sn) shows enhancement of approximately 30 over 

nuclei in the Fe, Ni region. 
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Some recent calculations67 } on 
118

sn(
120

sn, 118sn)
120

sn at.SOO MeV 
'• . ' 

show that 90% of the cross section may come ~rom sequential transfero Similar 

conclusions were reached by the Brookhaven group in a study of 2n transfer.s 

68 
on isotopes of Molybdenum )o This subject is likely to be an interesting 

area of ~nvestigation for accelerators of the futureo It is also a field 

where semi-classical theories can be used to provide physical insighto 

Since 2p and 2n transfers exhibit correlations, we might also look 

for four nucleon correlations. Historically, these were investigated first, 

· · 1 by the <
16o, 12c} · 1 69 ) d 1n part1cu ar react1on at Sac ay an were partly respon-

sible for the revival of interest in heavy ion reactionso Data taken with 

70 90 16 12 94 . 
a high re.solution spectrometer ) for the Zr ( 0, C) Mo rea.ct1on .are shown 

in Fig. 15. Only a few states are excited in a region of high level density. 

The quartet model
71

> emphasizes the importance of four-nucleon correlations, 

the constituent two nucleon pairs having the greatest interaction when they 

are aligned or anti-aligned. Microscopic form factors were calculated in an 

aligned quartet scheme
72

> which reduces the huge fo~r nucleon configuration 

spaceo The theoretical spectrum shown at the ·top . of the figure was obtained 

by incorporating this form factor in the generator coordinate formulation of 

73 the DWBA ). It now seems clear that in addition to the two-nucleon correlations, 

we can isolate another correlation responsible for the quartet interaction. 

74 
In light nuclei, four nucleon correlations are well known ) and are 

discussed in the talk by Arima. It is not possible here to cover the many 

investigations using Li and He induced reactions
75

)o However, the subject is 

1 . k 1 . . f h . . d d t. ( f 76 }} 1 e y to rece1ve new 1mpetus rom eavy-1on 1n uce reac 1ons see e.g. re o 

d . . h . f 8 d. . 77 > an 1n part1cular from the recently developed tee n1ques or Be etect1on . • 
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Some results for the {a,aBe) reaction7a), which has been referred to by Kurath 

as "the {p,d) of a-transfer", are shown in Fig. 16. The 3/2- g.s. and the 

7/2 , 4.63 MeV state are strongly excited as predicted in the recent tabulation 

79 
of a-spectroscopic amplitudes by Kurath ). The experimental method shows 

the scope for ingenuity which has been characteristic of the .study of heavy-ion 

reactions. a 
The a's from the Be decay were allowed to pass through a divided 

collimator on either side of a central post, and after traversing a ~E-detector 

stopped in a position sensitive detector {see Fig. 17). The two a's generate 

a position signal corresponding to the region of the post. When the particle 

identification spectrum is gated by position signals from this region, particle 

stable nuclei are eliminated and almost complete separation of aBe events is 

achieved. 
a 

Since the position signal also establishes the direction of Be, 

good energy resolution is possible with a large solid angle. 

These heavy-ion transfer reactions compliment and extend the informa-

tion on nuclear correlations accessible through conventional light ion induced 

reactions. However, there is also the possibility of studying new types of 

. h . ao) nuclear states, e.g. quasi-molecular states in transfer reaction w~th eavy-~ons • 

a. Multinucleon Transfers 

Multinucleon transfer reactions are the subject of ardent research at 

the present timea1 ) in the hope that they will selectively excite multiparticle-

. 12 (12 .)20 . a2) multihole states. A well documented example ~s the C c,a Ne react~on 

shown in Fig. 1a, where the marked difference in strength of adjacent 2+ states 

at 7.a33 and 7.421 MeV indicates a strong direct component, since in any 

statistical process the energy averaged cross section depends only on J~ for 
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levels at comparable excitation. The excitation function for the 7.83 MeV 

level, shown on the right, although fluctuating, is superimposed on a large, 

presumably direct, background. Further evidence is presented in this 

conference (5.214) that the reaction is 80% direct. However, this reaction 

is rather special in the sense that the spectroscopic factor for extracting 

. . 12 
8 nucleons from C is simply related to the a-spectroscopic factor, which 

is known to be large. 

e.g. 

Other eight nucleon transfer reactions have been claimed as direct, 

c14
N,

6
Li), partly on the asuumption that the compound nuclear probability 

f 6L. . . h 83) or 1 em1ss1on s ould be small • Complete angular distributions for the 

12C(l4 6L.)20 . d . f 84) N, 1 Ne react1on were measure at Ox ord • They were found to 

exhibit approximate symmetry around 90° for all states, and could be fitted 

by a l/sin8 distribution expected from the decay of a high spin compound 

nuclear state. (See Fig." 19o) In addition to the shape, however, the relative 

and absolute magnitdues contain information on the reaction mechanism. The 

solid curves in the figure are the results of Hauser-Feshbach calculations by 

85 
the Yale Group ) (this conference, 5o218). The calculations used optical 

model transmission coefficients from elastic scattering data and a Fermi Gas 

model for the level densities. The agreement with experiment is exc.ellent. 

It appears that although these reactions. may not be dominated by the 

direct transfer characteristic of one, two, three and four nucleon transfer 

(see this conference, 5o207, 5ol47), they may contain other valuable clues 

to nuclear structure informationo For example, an important parameter in the 

Yale calculation in the Yrast, or maximum angular momentum available in the 

compound nucleus, which in turn depends on the· moment-of-inertia assumed for 

the compound nucleuso 
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9. The Future 

The changing perspectives between few nucleon and multinucleon transfer 

reactions discussed in the last section begin to link macroscopic and micro

scopic properties of nucleic Liquid drop calculations86 ) indicate the maximum 

angular momentum at which a nucleus becomes unstable against fission c~ 80 h 

at mass 200)e (See this conference, 5.229, 5.230). For reactions where this 

angular momentum becomes comparable to the grazing angular momentum, one can 

expect even one and two nucleon transfer reactions to show features very 

different from those outlined at the beginning of this talk, since then the 

lim.:!-ting angular momenta will correspond to internuclear distances where the 

nuclei overlap strongly. 

Some of these features may already be present in the heavy ion experi-

87 88 ments conducted at Dubna and Orsay over the last few years ' ). (See also 

this conference, 5.164- 167). The contour plot of d
2
cr;dn dQ by Siemens

89
) 

f . f 40 232 h 380 . . 20 h h t h or s1ngle proton trans er Ar + T at MeV 1n F1g. , s ows t a t e 

reaction separates into two regions - the quasi-elastic region concentrated 

at low excitation energies and angles close to a grazing collision,; and an 

inelastic region concentrated at high excitation and forward angles. For 

multinucleon transfer reactions the quasi-elastic region tends to disappear, 

and the "coastline" at high excitation is dominanto There exist several 

interpretations of this "coastline" eQgo direct transitions to a high density 

90 
of states ) (see also this conference, 5ol69) or sequential decay of highly 

91 excited fragments formed in the initial direct transfers } (see also this 

conference, 5a238). It has also been attributed to a partial statistical 

equilibrium in the "neck" between the colliding nuclei
92

' 93 ). The detailed 
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exploration of these contours will be one of the tasks of the new heavy ion 

accelerators - accelerating ions far beyond the light end of the heavy-ion 

register currently accessible - under construction in many countrieso In 

this talk I hope I have been able to give some indication of the influence 

of Heavy Ion Transfer Reactions on nuclear spectroscopy, on new correlations 
' ' I, .~ 

in nuclear motion and of the challenge to our conventional reaction theories 

such as the DWBA, diffraction models and semi-classical theorieso 
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Table 1. Spectroscopic factors . 208 16 15 209 . for the react1on Pb ( 0, N) . B1 at 104 MeV. 

'----- State * ..•. 

Method ------............... 
h9/2 f7/2 113/2 .f5/2 P-3/2 pl/2 

No-Recoil (Ref. 30) 4.80 1.00· 0.83 4.oo. 1.15 3.50 

Nagaraj an (Ref. 30) 1.32 1.00 o.8o 1.:1;2 1.28 0.82 

Tamura (Ref. 27) 1.29 1.00 0.92 0.79 0.61 

Semi-Classical (Ref. 28) 0.71 1.00 1.12 1.10 1.26 0.78 

* Spectroscopic factors are normalized to unity for f
712 

state. 

'-· 
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.Table 2. Characteristic parameters in heavy ion reactions • 

* ** . *** Reaction E n kR ec tSec cSeD 

12c + 208Pb 114 25 100 29° 10° 1.80 

14N + 48Ca 50 16 43 43° 10° 4.5° 

12c + 12c 114 1.8 30 70 90 60 

* Evaluated ( 1). from Eq. 

** Evaluated from Eq. ( 3). 

*** oscillations (n/kR). Spacing of diffraction 
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Table 3. Comparison of experimental cross sections for the 12c{ 12c,9Be)15o 
reaction at 114 MeV with theoretical cross sections•evaluated using a semi
classical theory for the reaction mechanism and three· nucleon cluster 
spectroscopic amplitudes. 

State in 15o (J 
Theory 

(J 
Expt. 

g.s. 1/2- 0.01 ~o 

5.24, 5/2+ 0.10 0.12 

6.79, 3/2+ 0.003 ~o 

7.28, 7/2+ 0.33 0.28 

{9.08)a, 9/2+ 0.76 ? 

{10.8)a, 7/2+ 0.29 ? 

12.89c, 11/2- 1.oob 1.00 

15.36c, 13/2+ 2.16 1.16 

aTheoretical excitation energy. 

bData normalized to unity for 12.89 state. 

cExcitation energy taken from Fig. 8; these states were identified with 11/2-

+ and 13/2 from their strong excitation. 

•. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. (a) Energy spectrum for the 208Pb( 12c,1~) 209Bi reaction at 78 MeV, 

showing the selective excitation of single particle states. (b) The ratio 

of cross sections for j = t + 1/2 and j = t - 1/2 states in several nuclei, 

excited by the (16o,15N) and (12c,11B) reactions • 

Fig. 2. (a) differential cross sections for the 208Pb( 12c,13c) 207Pb reaction 

leading to single-hole states at incident energies of 77, 98 and 116 MeV • 

. The bold arrows denote the grazing angle predicted by Eq. (1). The locus 

of this angle as a function of excitati2n energy is also indicated. The 

bold horizontal lines are the minimum FWHM of the distributions predicted 

from Eq. ( 3). 

(b) differential cross sections for the 208Pb(12c,11B)209Bi reaction 

at 78 MeV. The dotted lines are drawn through the data points, and the 

solid curves are DWBA theory predictions. 

Fig. 3. Vector diagram for the reaction A(a,b)B with a = b + x and B = A + x. 

The relative coordinates of the colliding nuclei in the initial and final 

channels are .r. , ~' and r is relative coordinate of the cores. The 
-:l .l -

coordinate of the transferred particle x in the incident and residual nuclei 

is represented by £1 , !Q· 

Fig. 4. Theoretical calculation of the Q-dependence for the 208Pb(16o,15N)209Bi 

reaction using (a) DWBA theory and (b) semiclassicaltheory. In (a) the 

form factor (F(L) in Eq. (7)) was calculated with the binding energy of the 

state fixed at the value for the actual single particle level, whereas in 

(b) the binding energy was allowed to change with Q-value. 

"!'. 
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Fig. 5. (a) Mass spectrum obtained from "time-of-flight" in reactions with 

28si + 28si. (b) Differential cross sections for the 29si( 28si,28si) 29si 

reaction. The solid curve is the optical model prediction including the 

·contribution from "elastic transfer". 

Fig. 6. . 48 14 13 49 Differential cross sections for the react1on Ca( N, C) Sc. The 

solid curves are DWBA predictions including recoil effects. 

Fig. 7. Differential cross section for the 13c( 12c,13c)
12

c reaction at 87 MeV. 

The dashed curve is the DWBA prediction excluding recoil effects (R. = 0 

transfer only). The solid line shows the effect of including recoil which 

damps the oscillations by allowing R. = 1 in addition to R. = 0 transfer. 

Fig. 8. Energy spectra for the 12c( 10B, 7Li)15o and 12c(10B, 7Be)15N reactions 

at 100 MeV, indicating the marked selectivity of heavy-ion transfer reactions 

on light nuclei. 

Fig. 9. Energy variation of the transition probability to different final 

. 12 12 9 15 states in the react1on C( C, Be) 0, predicted by semiclassical theory. 

High-spin states are enhanced at high energy, due to the increasing effects 

of recoil. 

Fig. 10. · Energy spectra for the 12c( 12c, 9Be)15o reaction at 72, 114 and 174 MeV. 

Fig. 11. Illustration of direct and indirect routes in transfer reactions. 

Fig. 12. Differential cross sections for the 40ca( 18o, 20Ne) 38Ar reaction (the 

J7T values in brackets refer to 20Ne, 38A.r states). In (a) the data are 

compared with DWBA predictions (solid lines). (b) illustrates the CCBA 

predictions which partly reproduce the forward rise of the differential 

+ + cross section for the (2 ,0 ) channel. The bottom figure is a pictorial 

representation as discussed in the text. 
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Fig. 13. . . 120 18 16 122 Compar1son of data for the react1on Sn( 0, 0) Sn at 100 MeV 

with DWBA and CCBA calculations (the two theories give almost identical 

+ results for the ground state (0 ) excitation). The data illustr~te the 

+ strong enhancement in the excitation of the (0 ) pairing vibration over the 

(2+) collective vibration. 

Fig. 14. Transfer probabilities Ptr(d
0

) for (16o,14c) reactions or various 

target nuclei, deduced using semiclassical models. The reactions on Ce, Nd 

and Sm are enhanced by a factor of order 20-30. 

Fig. 15. (a) Theoretical spectrum calculated using the aligne~ scheme for the 

four-nucleon configurations, and the generator-coordinate DWBA formalism. 

90 16 12 94 . (b) Energy spectrum for the Zr( 0, C) Mo react1on. 

Fig. 16. Energy spectra for the rea~tions 11B(a, 7Li) 8Be and 11B(a,8Be)7Li 

((a) and (b)) showing the complete separation of 8Be and 7Li. (c) Spectrum 

16 8 12 8 
for O(a, Be) C; the Be line in the spectrum comes from the reaction on 

a 12c contaminant. 

Fig. 17. (a) Experimental arrangement for detecting 8Be by means of the 

position signal produced in the central region of the position sensitive 

detector by the decay a-particles. Particle stable nuclei are eliminated 

by the central post of the divided collimator. 

(b) Particle identifier spectrum gated by position signals from 

region x2 (particle stable nuclei) and x (a's from 8Be decay). 

F. 18 ( ) E t for the 12c( 12c )20N t· h · th 1g. • a nergy spec rum ,a e reac 1on, s ow1ng e 

selective excitation of the 7.833 MeV (2+) state relative to the 7.421 MeV 

state. + Similar selectivity is observed in the (0 ) states at 7.195 and 

6. 722 MeV. (b) Excitation functions ·for several states; the fluctuations 

in the 7. 83 MeV state are superimposed on a direct background. 
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Fig. 19o Angular distributions for the 14N + 12c + 
6Li + 20Ne reactiono The 

f 1 . . 12c'(l4N 6L. )20N t. d h orward ang es were measured us1ng the , 1 e reac 10n an t e 

b d 1. . 14N(l2C 6L. )20N .t. t th ·. . t ackwar ang es us1ng the , 1 e reac 1on a e same cen re 

of mass energyo The solid lines are theoretical predictions using 

Hauser-Feshbach theoryo 

Figo 20o ·Contours of equal d2cr/dndQ-for the 232Th( 40Ar, 39K) reaction at 

380 MeV;; 
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